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At the Forum:

Alinskv Trains Slum Leaders
•

"He has been denounced as a
Communist, a Fascist, a
segregationalist, an intergrationalist, a pawn of the Catholic
Church, and an anti-Catholic."
This is Saul Alinsky, who will be
speaking on November 17th at
7:30pm in Raymond Great Hall.
Raymond Great Hall.
Goals
Alinsky works and plans
towards "helping slum leaders
create a disciplined, broad-based
power organization capable of
wringing concessions, better
jobs, better schools, better
garbage collection, better
housing
from
the
local
Establishment."
Ideology
Alinsky feels that generally
men with power try to retain it
and usually increase it, and that
Saul Alinsky will speak November 17, 7:30 pm in the Raymond
Great Hall.

Accreditation

flrav
by Mono*7
Nancy Gray
those who don't have power,
primarily the poor, do not
deserve power, because they are
poor. But, they can be organized
to fight for what they want and in
a small way gain power through
their efforts. It is this
organization that Alinsky works
for. He states that,' 'the only way
to upset the power structure is to
goad them, confuse them,
irritate them, and most of all,
make them live by their own
rules. If you make them live by
their own rules, you'll destroy
them."
Tactics
His usual method of
accomplishing his goals is to
involve the community people in
sit-ins or picketing or some form
of
protest
against
the
Establishment.
Over
the
quarter-century that he has
KIT

Saul Alinsky will be speaking
under the ASUOP forum
heading,
"The
Forgotten
American". Ron Dellums and
Joseph Axelrod are the other two
speakers contracted to speak
under this heading.

Senate Approves Budget Policy

by Dayna Petersen
$6,575.
The Anderson Y, whose
Acting in accordance with
operations
encompass all three
the amended Budget Policy, the
Student Senate convened last of the priority objectives,
week to re-examine and approve received $14,310.
by Sally Van Dyke
In addition to the various
the
Financial
Committee's
community
projects,
the
recommendations
for
the
1971-72
Every five years the college
Quoted from Dean Edward
Anderson Y's budget provides
Betz, "Accreditation is the or university is asked to conduct balanced budget.
The guiding factors that for the film series, Peoples' Book
process by which an institution is a self study and prepare a report.
Draft
Counseling,
influenced
the
Senate's Store,
given public recognition and is Dean Betz is in charge of this self
Summer
Theater,
Freshman
budgetary
actions
were
the
study
which
has
already
taken
awarded degrees of quality."
Camp
and
the
Coffee
House
that
Anyone can organize a place, and which he organized newly revised ASUOP priorities.
has
been
moved
to
the
End
Zone.
Carrying
first
precedence
is
the
university or college and apply to into two groups. The first half of
Money was also alloted in the
of
community
the state for the right to give the report is to have all colleges funding
Anderson
Y budget to provide for
degrees. This doesn't necessarily at UOP make a self study of involvement programs.
a Music Union. Equipment for
Funding
of
minority
group
curriculum,
objectives,
and
make the degrees worthy and is
jamming will be made available
the reason that accrediting procedures and write it up programs, in an effort to promote
agencies
are
organized themselves. The professional an understanding of different
schools were to make their own student groups on campus, is the
throughout the country.
Accreditation teams visit summary of their past five years . second priority for ASUOP
allocations. The third area of
The annual Colliver
different schools every five years of work.
The second half is for the priority is the funding of inter- Lectures held Monday and
to make sure that they are
Tuesday were designed as a
worthy of giving degrees. Next general university such as college interest programs.
The senate made no religious response to political
week, these teams will be here at student personnel, athletics, the
Pacific. UOP is accredited by the health center, the finances, and budgetary cuts in the existing oppression.
In particular, Mr. Richard
Western Association of Schools anything that has to do with Financial Committee's Recom
mendations
for
the
Balanced
Neuhaus,
senior pastor of the
quality.
and Colleges (WASC)
Budget. However, four additions, Lutheran Church of St. John the
It is good to see student
While here on campus, the resulting in a $10,450 increase in Evangelist in the Williamsresponse to the recent article,
accreditation
team will try to ASUOP funding were allocated burg/Bedford-Stuyvesant sec
Bangalore
Fights
for
tion of Brooklyn was guest
rationalize these reports with by the Senate.
Survival." That article needed
In light of the priorities, the speaker in the opening session of
what they see. After they visit the
clarification and correction.
At the time of writing, the school for two and a half days senate approved all campus the lectures.
"Patriotism must be
author had not investigated they will conclude by making out charter organizations' allot
factual sources but felt the their own confidential report and ments as they had appeared in "liberated" from the "regres
urgency of an article which we sending it to the WASC. Then the this year's Balanced Budget. The sive and reactionary forces in
priority
interests American life" and returned to
now realize reflected the feelings university will be recommended second
the organizations:
the liberal and revolutionary
for complete accreditation for included
of only some about the Callisonleft"
Neuhaus told the audience.
Asian
Alliance
for
Unity,
$1,250:
the next five years.
in-India program.
"Many
radicals
nave
Black
Student
Union,
$2,178:
and
There
will
be
25
members
of
I
The content of the article
stopped even wanting to love our
MECHA,
$1,300.
the
WASC
accreditation
team
at
came from a discussion at a
In addition, Students for the country, but unless they are
jCallison meeting; perhaps the UOP on Monday. They will spend
Study
of
Chinese Culture willing to leave the US and work
time
visiting
admini
their
persons who made sensational
received
$850,
and United for change from without, our
faculty
members,
statements should not have been strators,
Filipino
Students
Association social contribution will be made
quoted. The article was by no students, and all other personnel.
here or not at all," he continued.
was
alloted
$1,516.
Every
person
will
be
assigned
to
means intended to be "fiction."
"The revolution can succeed
The Community Inovlvea specific task and spend most of
only
if the radical loves his
ement
Program's
allocations
the time just looking around to
Daphne Felthouse and
enemy,"
Neuhaus said, "since
were
approved
by
the
Senate
at
see that all is in order.
Mary Arnold

Is UOP Ready?

worked for slum organizations,
he has developed the "Alinskytype protest", a mixture of "rigid
discipline, brilliant showman
ship and a street fighter's
instinct for ruthlessly exploiting
the enemy's weakness."
weakness."
Alinsky has founded and is
directing the Industrial Areas
Foundation Training Institute in
Chicago. The purpose of this
school is to train young people
how to organize communities, a
role that Alinsky sees as
indispensible.

to students as a result of thd new
program.
Paul Nassman, chairman of
the
Academic
Affairs
Committee, moved during the
senate's review of the budget, to
present a revised budget for his
committee. In order to carry out
the functions of his committee,
he proposed an increase in salary
requests to pay for the help of two
assistant directors and 10
committee heads.
The
senate,
however,
modified Nassman's request and
ultimately approved an increase
see page 2

Revolutionist Speaks Out

those that we would change must
be persuaded that change is
directed toward their welfare."
He rejected the movement
by many of the young to leave
political action and seek their
own world. He said that such a
move will lead to disaster just as
it did in Germany after World
War 1.
"The
radical,
patriotic
revolution is a Christian one," he
said, "even though most of
American religion generally had
sold out."
He said religion was "one of
the most regressive elements in
society but it continues to dream
about an order that is based on
justice and love."
Charles Richardson was
elected our new ASUOP Senator
Tuesday in a run-off election with
Tom King.
He was elected into the seat
vacated by Paul Nasman who
took over as director of
•Xeademic ^fff'jr
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Another Fee Increase?
Don't let our administration tag another $2.50 onto our already

°V 6 You now may ask what for, why is the university going to charge
iww so* Well I'll tell you They want us to have free washers

are

What*they" should do is make them free, at no extra cost to the

StUdButSyou

andIboth know what will really happem They will put
another charge on our bill and no one will ever care. This is what has
"'we as"students should have the option of buying what we want,
and not being forced into paying for services we don t see or even use,
The university's practice of forcing students to pay should be
stopped This not only applies to the proposed $2_ 50 charge for
washers, but also applies to the $50.00 Infirmary charge, and the

t0

cttrVICES ARE
NOW DON'T GET ME WRONG, STUDENT SERViULb ARE
VITAL TO A WELL-ROUNDED UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, BUT
THFY SHOULD BE AN OPTION, NOT A MUST.
M

$75.00 charge for student body membership.

This photo by Pacifican photographer Tom Caldecott won first
place in the black and white division of the Callison photo contest.

Senate Approves budget Policy
from page 1
remained at the Finance Prolonged senate discussion
The Social Commission's
around
the
"coCommittee's recommendation of centered
budget also met with an increase
funding" category for speakers.
$13,969.83.
in ASUOP funding. The Finance
The senate decided to amend the
Committee, acting in accordance
budget
alotment of $2,000 in this
In order to maintain the
with the new set of priorities,
area
and
increase the amount by
considered the proposed Social length of the weekly editions of
$2,100. It was decided the campus
The
Pacifican,
the
Senate
barely
budget primarily of third priority
chartered organizations would
content.
Therefore,
the passed a $1,600 budget increase.
The Forum on National have priority in the Forum on
committee advised the senate to
National Priorities "co-funding"
allocate $13,999.50 to the Social Priorities proved to be the last
area for budgetary revision. for speakers category.
Commission.
Social Commissioner, Randy
Shulman, however, objected to
the allotment. He presented
before the senate a demand for
ASUOP 71-72 Budget Allocations
$5,700.50 more than the Finance
Committee allocated. In a senate
3478.17
academic affairs
vote of six "yes", four "no", and
7711.00
administrative officers
two
abstentions,
Shulman's
4300.00
forum
on
national
priorities
demand carried, and the revised
Social Commission's budget
1844.00
insurance, band uniforms, asuop cards
stood at $19,699.50.
13969.83
naranjado (yearbook)
Following senate debate, the
11952.00
asuop office
ASUOP
funding
for
the
10363.00
office of information
yearbook, the Naranjado,

Lee

Michaels
IN CONCERT

pacifican
rally

18862.27
1525.00

social

19699.50

student services

12437.50

athletics

0000.00

pacific theater

0000.00
14310.00

anderson y

Also: CROWBAR
Wed., December 8 at 8 pm
Stockton
Memorial Auditorium
525 Center Street

c.i.p.

6575.00

constituent schools

0000.00

asian alliance

1250.00

bsu

2178.00

mecha
Chinese
upsa

1300.00
850.00
1516.00

What can be done about these soaring costs? First off, talk to the
people that make these ridiculous decisions. For example, »^ou
think the $75 00 charge for ASUOP membership is too high, or
shouldn t be there at J,talk toDavid Bennett, oUr ASUOP President
If that isn't your gripe, talk to the people in oui friendly financial
center. And don't stop at the teller's windows, go inside. May I
suggest Tom Ford for a start.
Although Tom is part of the administration, he seems to h. v e the
ability to recognize the students' problems.
If at these places you were not talked into continuing to pay, or
your questions were not answered completely, see President
McCaffrey, for part of his job is to serve us students.
Although McCaffrey is the president, he is new and might not like
some of the present University policies. Your direct input may very
well have a profound effect upon him. Try it.
Then if all else fails, send a letter to whoever pays the bills. This
letter should instruct your parents (bank, state, etc.) not to pay thel
amount you see unfit. You should also ask the bill payers U end a
letter to the business office telling what specific funds are being
witheld and why.
I cannot guarantee any quick results, or for that mattei, any
results at all. But, it's worth the try. You can always transfer to
another school.
We, as living, breathing people, should learn to question more,
and not take everything for granted.
Randy Schulman

ON CAMPUS
FOR FULL INFORMATION ON
MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS
MID-YEAR GRADUATES:
Class openings on 9 Jan 72 - 5 Mar 72 for Marine Officer
Candidate School.
Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors: The Platoon
Leaders Class (Aviation, Ground and Law) Program,
with training and pay only during the summer. No
military classes, drills or weekend meetings are
required during your school year.

DATE: 15, 16, 17 November

Tickets: $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

TIME:

Mail Orders: Miracle Music
2363 Pacific St., Stockton, Calif.
Checks payable to
Lee Michaels Concert
Tickets Available STOCKTON, Miracle
Music WEBERSTOWN BOX Office MO
DESTO. Records By Tw.l.ght ROSEVILLE:
The Record Shop LODI. Seigfried's Rec
ord Shop, 6 W Pine St SACRAMENTO:
Breuner's Box Office, 604 K St.
INFORMATION • 466 4388

PRODUCED BY J.S. PRODUCTIONS

SepvUni't Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
125 E. JAMESTOWN
PHONE 478 3275

STOCKTON, CALIF.

9:00 am - 3:00 pm

PLACE: Student Union

RECEIVE DRAFT DEFERMENT
WITH ALL PROGRAMS

•TEasBgSt./
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| A Thing Called War |
by D. L. Freitag
1% . |
"Once" Grandfather said "we had this thing called war. Wefrom
a!
one land would dress up in uniforms and go out and kill people from
other lands with other uniforms. Sometimes they had something we
wanted, sometimes they believed in something we didn't."
"Once men hated and killed one another because of skin color.
The crimes we, the white people, are guilty of are unbelievable."
' Once we hated work. We had no feelings for what we made, and
were paid poorly and had hazardous conditions to work in."
"Once they thought the only thing girls were good for was cooking
and bringing up children."
"Once they made kids sit in straight rows all day listening to an
old bore lecture on idiocies no one was interested in anyway."
"Once we had a box that we sat staring at all night, hypnotized."
"Once they thought screwing was bad but everyone was so
interested in it. They liked to feel guilty."
"Once we feared to show our feelings with others."
"Once we lived and died without knowing anyone."
"Once we poisonedour Earth and air and starved our fellow man.
We drove these isolated vehicles madly at each other and killed
thousands and accepted it as part of life. We threw away things we
had only used once."
"Once people would use and manipulate their friends and then
wonder why they were lonely."
"Once we threw poor people in jail who stole for food or escaped
from the shit we gave them and ignored those who stole from
everyone from pure greed. They were called businessmen or
politicians."
"Once people would stand watching a killing and do nothing."
"Once we thought art was nice but only in a special place, not
part of life."
I looked at Grandfather and said "Quit giving me shit. Nobody
ever was stupid enough to live like that."
Grandfather smiled. And nodded...

Ifepeal Abortion Laws?
from page 12
every fetus, every potential
loved, and cared for...I remind
you of the sad fate of unwanted or
defective children who should
never have been conceived.
A recent Swedish study
showed an enormous increase in
crime, maladjustment, aliena
tion, and hospitalization for
mental illness in children born to
mothers whose request for an
abortion had been denied. In this
country, every doctor is all too
familiar with the syndrome of the
'battered' or neglected child of
unwilling and resentful parents.
A law which condemns any
potential human being to a

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m

blighted life, because of
accidental
conception,
is
immoral and in great need of
change..."
In order to bring about that
change, people will gather in San
Francisco and Washington, D.C.
on November 20 to demand that
all abortion laws be repealed.
There willbe a march at 10:30 am
and rally at 2 pm. A bus or car
pool will be going from Stockton.
Your agreement with abortionlaw-repeal is not enough - we
need people to show that support
on Nov. 20. Too many women
have died. For more information
contact Felicita Young, c/o
Raymond Lodge or write to PO
Box 4037, Stockton.

Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

^'studios

2002 P«ilk A*fnue 463 >913
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Specialize in
|• INSURANCE

WORK
• FOREIGN
CARS

VOLKSWAGENi

PORSCHE |

COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS

i

-USED CARS-

• 30 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
IN STOCKTON

CHET HALL

948-6220

JACK FREEMAN

s

466-9372

NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT REPAIR
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3939 WEST LANE

Bookstore

by Brad Sylvester
For the past two months, scramble ensued trying to get
interested students have been them, with the result that
developing the newest operation sometimes books were simply
to be set up under the aegis of the unobtainable.
As of this date, the Ad-Lib
Anderson Y.
Familiarly known as the Bookstore is in the process of
"Ad-Lib" Bookstore, its location receiving orders from individual
is at present within the Anderson faculty for their classes in the
Y. In its youth, it was able to winter and spring terms. It is the
supply books to the student body hope of the staff of this bookstore
at UOP at discounts ranging that the faculty will appreciate
from 30 percent on new books to the financial need of the students
60 percent on used books. All for
discount
educational
sales, however, were handled on material.
•an order basis. This means that
In the past, students have
most of the books were ordered had but one conveniently located
individually, and a mad source at their disposal to

Poet Reflects
Black Culture
There's more to being black than meets the eye. It's a life style, a
way of walking, talking looking at life through a different
perspective. It's going around mad most of the time and not really
knowing why. It's buying what you don't need, taking what you want
and stealing what is rightfully yours. It's niggers dressed in the Black
folklore of life. Beautiful niggers revolutionary down.
Imust have a culture somewhere,
In some forgotten land Blackness
must have rolled from the mind of God.
To give me woolen hair and thick
warm lips and eyes that were dark-wise
and free. Yes, there's more to being Black
than meets the eye.
Upon the Ghetto face I see
the marks of rape and fortune's wrong
with looks of hate whitewashed
in song.
At dusk how red the mud
of Zang...How solemn the trip
of doing your thing.

STOCKTON

3

provide them with texts and
related material for their
classes.
The new Ad-Lib Bookstore is
making a concerted attempt to
introduce a competitive market
in the retailing of materials for
students at this university.
Working
towards
an
actualization ol this concept, the
bookstore staff is going to
demonstrate to the UOP
community the possibilities of a
sincere group of students
organizing and functionaiizing a
retail
operation.
This
demonstration of
student
creativity is designed to allow for
both the involvement of student
talents and skills and the
facilitation of a community
evaluation of the potentials of
this style of endeavor.
In the past, individual
student impact has been limited
to sporadic, but in no sense
totally ineffectual, activity. This
activity, however, was aimed
primarily in purely academic
see page 4

Counselor's
Trained in
Draft Workshop

Fred Thomas
Any person interested is
A radio-drama musical is
currently in production on asked to inquire of Donald
campus. It is an original show Gregory at room 8 in West Hall.
entitled So Go to Him and Say to There are only three rehearsals a
Him, written by DonaldGregory. week (Tuesday, Wednesday, and
However, at present, there is a Thursday nights), and they are
shortage of cast members in the held in Sears Hall, room 114. It is
show. Very sizeable parts are going to be a fun show!
still available.

WHO SAYS A CONDOM
HAS TO TAKE THE
FUN 0UT0F LOVE?
If you've been turned off by condoms
because you think they take the joy out
of sex, then it's time to discover our
gossamer-thin, supremely sensitive condoms that have been designed
not only with protection in mind but with pleasure as well.
Try the Fetherlite from England...so sheer and light that it weighs
but 1/25 of an ounce... and the NuForm, also from England, preshaped for a unique sensitivity. These 2 exclusive British Imports, plus
9 famous American brands of male contraceptives, are now available
through the privacy of the mail from Population Planning Associates.
Discover some ot our remarkable condoms for yourself...by ordering
one of our sampler packs today. Just use the coupon below.

Hunter

E BODY & PAINT SHOP

Anderson Y

Dave McFadden from the
Western regional office of Draft
Counselors in San Francisco will
be on the University of the
Pacific campus November 20th
to lead an all day workshop
beginning at 9 am in the
Anderson Y Center.
The session will be a day long
training session
for
those
presently involved in draft
counseling or those interested in
becoming involved.
The primary purpose will be
to update counselors on current
draft law and pool resources and
ideas. No charge and anyone
interested is welcome.
For further information call
Dan Bava at Anderson Y Center,
466-1496.

MACEY-TRESS
Optical Company

FOR EYEWEAR
IN ALL SHAPES
ANDSHADES

15,000 Satislied Customers
Our fine products and rapid service have won the praise of customers
all over the country. For example, Craig Luoma of Tacoma, Washington
writes, "Very pleased with your sample pack...particularly impressed
by the two British imports. Am ordering more." Donald Cunningham of
Avon-by-the-Sea, New Jersey, adds: "Thank you for sparing me contact
with the 'under the counter' attitudes toward contraceptives so often
faced in stores." And Gary L. Hess of Ithaca, New York, comments:
"It was the fastest I ever received anything. Thanks."
To order your sampler pack of these remarkable condoms, simply
use the coupon below. All orders are filled the same day received and
are shipped in a plain package. Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply
return the unused portion of your order for a full refund.
Population Planning Associates
105 North Columbia Dept. P-275
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Please rush the following In plain
package:
• Mini-sampler containing 2 Fetherlites, 1 NuForm plus illustrated
brochure, just 51
• Deluxe sampler containing 18
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 dif
ferent brands), plus illustrated bro
chure, just 55
• Illustrated brochure only, just
25C

(pltoi* print)

address

city

state

zip

31

I enclose payment in full under your
money-back guarantee.

478-5870
228 LINCOLN CENTER
!•••••••••••••••••••••••«
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Prepare for
Black Sisters, Beautiful Bluck Sisters
Accreditation Team!
Next week an evaluating team will be visiting
UOP to determine whether or not we will be
accredited by the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges. This process occurs every five years
and virtually decides the worth of a particular
institution's degree.
In preparation for this visit, a study has been
conducted by various members of the university
community. This self-evaluation covers such areas
as curriculum, objectives, student personnel,
athletics, and the health center.
Students still have time, however, to let their
feelings be known. If any student has been
dissatisfied with any facet of his education he should
do something about it immediately. Do you like your
classes, your teachers, the setup of the university?
This is especially relevant to students of the
Conservatory and Elbert Covell College who have
been complaining for some time about the quality of
their education. If inadequacies actually exist, the
accreditation team should know about it.
If you have a legitimate gripe, contact David
Bennett in the ASUOP Office (946-2233) within the
next few days. Something is being planned,
something can be done. Are you really satisfied with
your four thousand dollars worth? Tell David
Bennett.
Arnold
Mary

Black Community
Aired By KUOP
by Larry
Charles Richardson and
George Thompson, both black
students at UOP, are producing a
program for KUOP dealing with
various subjects of concern in the
Black and minority communities
of Stockton. This show will
analyze Black community
problems and will relate what is
really happening beneath the
surface.
The first program, to be
broadcast November 17, will
examine the question, "What is
the Community Inovolvement
Program and is it community
oriented?" November 24, the
show will discuss "What is
Stockton?" and will answer the
questions: "What is South
Stockton; Why is there a South
Stockton: and Who is helping to
perpetrate South Stockton?"
The program will also include
Black poetry and speeches from
renowned Black orators,
orators.
Richardson
last
year
produced a program on Black
education for KUOP in which he
made a close study of "What
perpetrates the minorities being
failure oriented". This year,
during his winter term study, he
plans to produce a program
called "Black Man vs. White
Society."
Richardson states the main
purpose of all of his programs is
to project community problems
so both the Stockton community
and surrounding communities
will be able to indentify with what
is actually going on in this town.
He also stated, "I produce my
programs so that they are co-

Lapkin
educational,
educating both
the Black and White Man."
The program will be
broadcast weekly on Wednesday
nights from 9:00-10:00, and will
run indefinitely.

Bookstore at
Anderson Y

from page 3
and political directions.

The aim of the bookstore is to
introduce student concern to the
paradox of decreasing academic
quality versus the increasing
costs of education at this
university, while establishing a
basis for future implementation
of student concern. By no means
is this endeavor seeking to imply
that past student programs are
of no major concern in
comparison to the bookstore.
Rather, both must seek to
establish that their techniques,
be they past or future, are of
value in attempting to improve
our understanding of the
methods of change in our society.
Is it not the purpose of an
academic institution and of it's
student community to question
perpetually all statements of
truth and not to foster the
definitions of these truths as
vague rationalizations upon
facts.
"We must away" the fact
that a university-run retail
service organization is unable to
feasibly and effectually serve the
students unless they are
extensively involved in its
management and operation

Black Sisters, Black Sisters,
beautiful Black Sisters. How I
long to dwell within the world
which is yours. Your world which
is filled with the virtue of beauty
which forever provides for the
beautiful presence of you.
Like the ghost of a beautiful

Valley
News
by Nancy Gray
Texas' Water Supply
University
of
Texas
biochemist Earl B. Dawson has
discovered that El Paso's water
supply is heavily laced with
lithium,
"a
tranquilizing
chemical widely used in the
treatment of maniac depression
and
other
psychiatric
disorders."
Dallas on the other hand, has
a very low lithium content. The
result is that Dallas has seven
times more admissions to the
State mental hospitals than El
Paso.
Parolees as Students
San Diego State, as well as
several colleges across the
nation, have for the past four
years, been accepting prison
parolees as students. This
program
has
been
highly
successful, as only 2 of 47 persons
have violated parole.
Color License Photos
For an extra 25 cents, one
get color photographs on their
driver's license. It is hoped that
this addition will make forging
ages and names more difficult.
City Council
The new city council made
their first major decision this
week, by voting 7-2 that "the
mayor shall be rotated every
year among the various
councilmen on the basis of their
seniority on the council." No
councilman will be able to serve
more than once until everyone
has had j turn.
The Council also voted 7-2 in
favor of expanding the Stockton
Board of Education to 7 members
and electing them by "district
voting".
Air Pollution Control
Spokesmen from 12 counties
in the San Joaquin Valley area
have voted for stricter control of
air pollution. Hopefully, with the
aid of federal funds this group
will purchase additional air
monitoring devices and instigate
other programs.
New Bike Path
A bicycle path has recently
been constructed along Pershing
Ave. between Buckingham Way
jnd March Lane. UOP paid for
most of the path, while the city
paid about $750. This is a first for
the city of Stockton.

by Bobby Alexander
black queen you haunt the
consciousness of my existence,
reaching down into the substance
of what it is about me and
touching that which is my whole.
Constantly the echoes of
what you are bombard my ears
with vibrations - virbrations at
times as swift as the currents of a
mighty river and again as soft as
the landing of a feather upon a
still pond.
So proudly you waltz through
the heavy currents of men's
madness and gracefully display
for the universe to see, the beauty
and depth of your blackness.
So proudly y
Like a mighty storm you
sweep away the madness of
white thighs and cleanse away
the foulness of Lady Clairol from

my mind.
Rising, rising always rising.
Always rising higher. Rising as a
mighty sun. A mighty sun rising,
warming all that you encounter
with your ever-so-gentle touch.
Warming
and
receiving,
bringing
for the beautiful
blackness of your being.
Black sister of mind, your
revolution is upon me. Your
revolution which catapults me
into
the arena of reality to
confront my captors. With your
Beautiful Blackness I dance the
dance of revolution. A Black,
Black, Black Revolution. A
revolution as deep as the depths
of your presence, bottomless
without
end,
forever,
forever
forever.

Mando Flores
After three long nights of motion and amendments, seasoned with
bits of sarcasm, resentment, and personality conflicts, the ASUOP
budget for 71-72 has been passed.
Yes, the 'games' of student government are temporary still,
waiting for the next time when once again its members will be
summoned to perform.
The situation of ASUOP is one that can be described in many
ways, and a description as I see it will follow shortly, but first 1 feel the
necessity of informing you of our financial situation. We have
allocated all of our existing funds which amounts to about $153,000.
In addition, we are overspending about $10,000 which could increase
or decrease depending on what happens financially during the rest of
the year.
One spark of financial light does exist in the eyes of a few people
who feel that the $9,000 that is being held in accordance with the
constitution for the not yet formed COP government will"get us by."
The $9,000 was frozen until the budget was passed, but now it can be
released if the Senate feels it is needed. What this means is that if any
new programs or events come up during the year, the only money
available will be that which is being held for the upcoming COP
government. My prediction, and a safe one, is that COP will not have a
government this year so that the money can be used elsewhere. This
means that those of you in COP (about 1,300 students) will, unlike the
other three colleges, depend solely on ASUOP for everything, with no
chance for programs or innovations of your own
Going back to my comment on the situation of ASUOP, I am
referring to the relationship between the individuals, who are the
functioning parts of the ASUOP government as a unit. With the
exception of one senator, Dan Nutley, who is a member of the Finance
Committee, a wide gap seems to have developed between the
Executive Board and the Senate. Accusations are being made by
people on either side of disloyalty, lack of involvement, and most of all
ego-tripping! From a personal perspective it appears that certain
directions are decided upon by the Executive Board of ASUOP, and
then when the Senate disagrees with these directions the result is that
an already existing gap becomes wider and individual personalities
become resentful towards one another.
Why does this gap exist at all? Simply because the Senate is
composed of elected representatives of the school who in most cases
cannot be removed by the Executive branch of the government while,
on the other hand, all other members of student government except
for the president and vice-president can be fired or pressured into
resigning since they are appointed rather than elected.
To lend credibility to what has been stated above I would point out
at this time that at least two people have already been fired or
pressured into resigning and that talk about replacing at least two
other directors has occurred this year. On the other hand, although
Senators cannot be fired, both myself and Hilary Dozer have been
accused of "rebel rousing," being "real bastards," and in general
not behaving" in the eyes of the executive part of the ASUO"
government. To expound on the matter a little further, I would liket°
point out that in addition I have been subjected to obscenities on a'
least one occasion at the ASUOP office.
The point of this entire article is to show that yes, ASUOP's a
clique and even within it's walls there exist sub-cliques, the result"1
which is a lot of hassles. Will we ever get together? I hope so becausjmost of the programs planned for this year show a lot of promise an
will take cooperation from all concerned.
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Dear Editor:
"Bangalore Fights for
Survival". You'd better believe
it, but our problems are not with
the Indian Government; they're
with The Pacifican's fiction
writers. To wit:
The figures of 60 to 65
students needed for the India
mini '1 program has nothing to do with
me
restrictions of the Government of
India. These figures reflect the
number of students necessary for
the program to be fiscally sound.
1971-72 is the first year the
Bangalore program has not
broken even and this reflects the
current economic downturn
being felt in all sections of the
University.
Since the second year of the
program, students from outside
Callison have been welcomed
into the program, without having
to go through the usual Callison
orientation procedures. The
number accepted has depended
on the number who apply as well
as on the number of Callison
students who participate in the
program in a given year. While
the Government of India has not
specified an exact number of
visas to be granted, we obviously
cannot send over too many more
than the "around 60" figure
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which is generally accepted.
It has been empirically
proven, however, that there are
real benefits to the orientation
procedures as seen in terms of
failure rate in India and students
returning to the USA before the
completion of the India year.
In speaking of the "unstable
and now chaotic Bangalore
campus", the author never
states which campus she is
talking about. Certainly the
Callison campus is not in such a
state. Bangalore University has
been on strike in some sections
but the Callison campus is two
miles away from Bangalore
Universitiy and "unstable and
chaotic" certainly does not
describe Callison College-India.
Callison College has, from its
inception in India, always been
associated
with
Bangalore
University. It was their
acceptance of Callison students
as "casual" students (an Indian
term somewhat akin to our term
"auditor") which made Indian
Government
approval
of
Callison's program possible in
the first place.
Callison students have never
taken classes directly in
Bangalore University. All
classes listed in the article are

taught by Indian professors who
come to the Callison campus to
teach, with the exception of
transcendental
meditation,
which is not offered. Bangalore
University, like all Indian
univesities, is tremendously
overcrowded and has no room for
60-80 Americans each year. Also,
the Indian university calendar is
very different from us.
The statement that the
registrar and vice-chancellor
(analogous to the president of an
American
University)
of
Bangalore University had left
the University is simply not true.
These appointments are no more
political in India than they are in
the United States. However, the
Vice-Chancellor is always hired
for a specified term, usually four
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years, and his contract is usually
not renewable. The present ViceChancellor
of
Bangalore
University has two more years
on his present term,
m Finally the statement about
India welcoming "our moneyed
support" in the event of an IndoPakistani war is absolutely
ludicrous. A war such as that
mentioned would cost the Indian
Government at least five million
dollars a day. Even if all the
money Callison spends in India in
an entire year was given to the
Government of India as a gift, it
would finance that war for no
longer than one hour. Our funds
in India represent a drop in the
bucket compared with Indian
Government finances and to
make such statements as the

author does represents a type of
cultural and economic myopia
we have worked to expunge from
thinking at Callison for the last
five years.
In conclusion. I would hope
that the editors of the
"Pacifican" would give serious
considerationto resigning. To let
an article be published
containing so many errors,
ommissions and lies, must
constitute incompetence of the
highest order. If the author is at
fault for writing the article, the
editors are even more at fault for
letting it ever reach the printer's
desk.
Yours truly,
James E. Graham
Callison College

Greeks Provide Charitable Services

Funding
an
institution,
supporting an orphan, or helping
the children of South Stockton
are a few of the many ways the
sororities and fraternities show
their philanthropic services. The
following is what the presidents
of each house revealed about
their diverse charities:
Alpha Chi Omega, President
Mandy Wright:

DON Q« IMPORTS, INC HARTCORO. CONN . RUM 80 ANO 151 PBOOr

bv Janet Budro
"Right now we're supporting
Easter Seals (CEREBRALP
"Right now we're supporting
Easter Seals (cerebral palsy)
and that is the national
philanthropy for our sorority.
Locally, we are working through
the welfare department to help
the needy children of South
Stockton. Also, some people in
the house tutor the Mexican
Americans."
Alpha Kappa Lambda,
President Bob Kull:
"Every
year we do
something different. We also feel
that donating money is not a real
purpose of giving, so we like to
give our time too. Last year we
helped a pre-school in South
Stockton. We earned about $150
and bought toys and fixed up
their playground. We also give
money to the Lions Club."
Delta Delta Delta, President
Carroll Martin:
"Our national philanthropy
is scholarship. We hope to give a
scholarship to an undergraduate
collegiate woman on this campus
each year. Last spring we gave a
$100 grant to the Pacific's library
NMDAL REGISTRY
PARTY SUPPUB
ARTSUPPUB

to buy books. This award was
part of a national Delta Delta
Delta grant. We also do volunteer
service for the county, such as
babysitting, mailings, tutoring
and anything else they need."
Delta Gamma, President Jan
Royer:
"Our national philanthropy
is sight conservation and aid to
the blind. For eight years we've
supported an orphanage in
Korea. We've also done work for
Amblyopia (medical name for
lazy eye). We'd like to donate
money for some blind association
but we have not contacted
anybody yet."
Delta Upsilon. President Steve
Bach:
"This
year
we
are
supporting a foster child in India
and we gave money to Children's
Home Society."
Gamma Phi Beta. President
Leslie Johnson:
"The national philanthropy
is underprivileged children with
reference to maintaining two
main summer camps in
Vancouver and Denver. We
donate money and make things
for the children. Locally, we
sponsor and throw parties for the
Stockton's Children's Home. We
also support an orphan in
Korea."
see page 12

/]

$120 NKMU Amrw
fUm 444-7011

Ftm Mlvcry and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

Why we named the#1 rum in the Caribbean
after the #1 nut in Spain.
Because wc liked what Don Quixote stood for. The search
(or perfection.
The same kind of search that made us try for a rum that
was better than any on the islands. Where great rum comes from.
And we made it And the islanders made itII.
Give Don Q*a try. You may go a little nuts over it yourself.

the inner space
11 to 9 DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY]

-946-6050--

H
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Drama Tour Uadcrway

OC

yi

performance material is being
prepared and in rehearsal now to
provide two full evenings of
entertainment.
The works being performed
are James Bridges
A ,"
The following cast for the
Terrence
McNally s
Bottiprogram has been selected. Kip
chelli," Leonard Melfi's "Niagra
Catt,
Vaughn
Moosekian,
Falls,"
Oliver
Hailey's
Edward Beagle, Ted Snyder,
"Animal" and "Crisscross,"
Khloella Beaty, Oliva Catt, Tina
A.R. Gurney Jr.'s "The Golden
Hansen and Jane Patton. Stall
Fleece," and Maria Forness's
members for this particular tour
"Dr. Kheal." Also included in the
will be Sy Kahn, Mark Wardrip
program will be
several
and Nancy Kahn.
theatrical pieces involving mime
and
dialogue
written
and
The group expects to
directed by John Casserly, a
perform about 15 to 20 times in
drama
department
faculty
the month of January, presenting
contemporary American works member.
In addition, the group will be
in various combinations. Enough
prepared to perform inprovisional theatre pieces, and to
demonstrate "theatre games." jj

One month from today, the
drama department will open the
programs they will tour in the
month of January.
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If James Taylor doesn't fire
you up enough, and you're tired
of trying to figure out the Moody
Blues,
and
you've been
nostalgically longing for the
return of Buster Brown, the Big
Bopper, and Jerry Lee Lewis - if
that's your problem, I think I
might have a cure for your need
for some rock'n and roll'n: TheJ.
Geils Band.

the kind of "I'm a stud" attitude
that would make the "Dr.
Feelgoods" and the "Sixty
Minute-Men" proud, and finally
the fantastic Magic Dick on
harmonica, who has more in
common with the original blues
harp players than just an
outragous stage name.

The band's music is tight and
very hard driving, as the music
it's paying homage to was. It
goes a little further than thd early
rock and roll and rhythm and
blues though, because the
musicians get a chance to show
some virtuosity, which they do
like champions, especially my
personal
favorite,
the
redoubtable Mr. Dick.
Listen to his harp. I think
he's better than Butterfield, or at
least more exciting. Anyway,itis
the harmonica playing of Magic
MONTGOMERY WARD
Dick that is the feature of the J.
Invites you to consider the many Geils Band. If you haven't heard
exciting management career them, don't underestimate the
programs available in Retailing. power of a good harp.
Our representative will be on
campus to interview prospective
I've been generalizing about
management
applicants
on
Thursday, November 18. If your their two albums, but they are
goal is Retail Management, we similiar enough,Ithink, to do so.
Ipersonally like their first album
think you'll like our program!
slightly better simply because I
RETAILING'S
GOT
THE like the songs better. They do
some originals as well as some
ACTION!
Sign up at the Placement Office, little-known things from the old
days; things by people like Otis
Room 204, Ad. Building.

The band looks like a group
of neo-greasers, consisting of J.
Geils playing a steady and hard
guitar, Seth Justman on
keyboards, at times resembling
Jerry Lee himself, Danny Klein
atld Stephen Bladd on bass and
drums
laying
down
the
foundation for the group's rock
and roll rhythm and blues style,
Peter Wolf doing the vocals with

j

vMTpic

trUfews
10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD.

II
Ilk..

1833 Pacific Ave

462-6616

Rush, Albert Collins, John Lee
Hooker, Smokey Robinson, and,
yes - the Big Bopper.
Both sides of the album are
structured similiarly. Each side
starts off with a little restraint,
builds up, reaches an orgasmic
pitch ("Hard Drivin' Man" on
side one, and "Pack Fair and
Square" on side two), then
mellows on into some fine
instrument playing.
In the song "Ice Breaker,"
the guitar, harp, and organ take
turns playing the lead. Try
listening to this with head phones
on and you'll get the feeling that
as a man takes over the lead, he
stands up (in the manner of an
old jazz combo), as his
instrument shifts from one ear to
that mysterious' 'middle ear' on
the top of your head, that you're
only aware of when you're using
head phones.
J. Geils is cool to listen to on
head phones, of course, but their
albums' real value is to party
with. They can do to a party in
1971 what the Rolling Stones used
to do to a party in '66-fire
everybody up.
But, wherever you listen to
the J. Geils Band, turn the
volume way up...and party on.

Although the itinerary has
not as yet been precisely set, itis
likely the troupe will perform in
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Berlin,
Munich, Salzburg,, Innsbruck,
with a final week in Vienna.
Winter
Backpacking
The
programs
being
organizational meeting
prepared will be presented in the
Monday, Nov 15, 1971
first weekend of December in
7pm
order that the university and
WPC 241-242 (upstairs)
Stockton community have the
opportunity to see the production
before
they leave for Europe.
There will be slides, discussion,
There
will
be
evening
and important decisions to be
made by the whole group. performances on December 3
Attendance is required; no and 4 and a matinee as well as an
evening
performance
on
proxies.
December 5.

IS THIS WHAT YOU SAID?
"IT'S ABOUT TIME SOMETHING
LIKE THIS WAS SHOWN!"

"IT'S A BIG COME-ON! NOT
WHAT IT PRETENDS TO BE."
"SHOWS THAT MAKING LOVE IS
NOT LIKE SHAKING HANDS."
"IT'S TERRIBLE THAT THEY
SHOW MOVIES LIKE THISI CAN'T BELIEVE IT!"
"I THOUGHT IT WAS TERRIFIC
-HAD A REAL MEANING!"
"A LOT OF FANCY WORDS
TO SHOW WHAT IS
REALLY AN EROTIC MOVIE!"

JAZZ PIANIST GIVING LESSONS
I teach Theory, Harmony &
Technique.
Also styles: Jazz, Blues & Rock.
Contact Tim McLane at
466-4388 or 948-2125.

FIND OUT YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT

rBourbon

Street?
Liquors

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE
3826 WEST LANE 464-3886

0
NOW
SHOWING

NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

DOWNTOWN SACRAMENTO
SAT. & SUN]
TIMES:

WEEKDAY!
TIMES:

2:00-3:40 |
„ 5:20-7:00
8:30-10:00

7:008:30 &
10:00

"L ST.at 5 T H - O P P . MACY S
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[Calaveras Calendar'
by Ann Sheppard

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER I2TH
Bay Area: Ten Years After, Big Brother and the Holding Company,
and Gold at the Winterland Arena tonight at 8pm. Tickets are $3.50,
advance sale and $4.00 at the door.
San Francisco Opera Association will present Joan Sutherland in
Donizetti's "Maria Stuarda" at 8pm. Tickets range from $6.50 to $2.50
at the San Francisco Opera House.
American Conservatory Theatre presents "Ceasar and
Cleopatra" at 8:30pm at the Geary Theatre on Geary and Mason
Streets in San Francisco. Tickets: $5.90, $6.90, and $7.90.
Stockton- "The Me Nobody Knows" is now playing at the Stockton
Civic Theatre. Admission is only $1.75 for full time students and $3.00
for adults. Curtain is at 8:30pm.
.
San Joaquin Delta College will hold its first ethnic theatre
production this weekend at the colleg's Speech Arts Auditorium. The
production is called "Herencia Cultural Del Chicano.' Show time is
at 8pm and tickets are $1.50 for adults and $1.00 for all students.

Tired of Getting Riooed Off?

H a d e n o u g h s t a t i c f r o m l o c a l retail m e r c h a n t s w h o o n l y
offer a limited selection of stereos at lousy prices?
Get stereo components and stereo systems direct from o stereo warehouse owned
and run by young music freaks. The Stereo Warehouse has prices you can dig
and
offers all the best in the stereo world. We ship directly to you, and we pay all
shipping costs (Ca., Ore., & Wash.).
Record c h a n g e r s , a m p l i f i e r s , s p e a k e r s , t a p e d e c k s , re
ceivers: Sony — Pioneer — Marantz — Dual — Garrard
J.B.L. - A l t e c L a n s i n g - N i k k o - D y n a c o - K.L.H. - AR
BOSE — S A N S U I a n d m a n y m o r e .
For free catalogue, send this section, OR CAIL US.

I

I
I

[ S T E R E O W A R E H O U S E-782 Higuera ;
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401 805/543-2330 I
I
I

| Name

I Address
I
I

Zip.

Phone

L

I
I
I
I
I
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STEREO WAREHOUSE SPECIAL
The RTR 200 speaker system definitely makes the stereo system
shown here the best you can buy for $247. Unlike the speakers
most retail stores or mail order houses offer in a system in this price
range, Stereo Warehouse has offered a speaker system that rea y
gets it on: The RTR 200 speaker system has a tremendous bass
response — without breakup, even at high volume levels. It features
an 8" rolled-edge woofer, with nearly a four pound magnet structure.
A wide-dispersion tweeter produces clean, crisp highs. This large,
oiled walnut bookshelf speaker system will handle up to 40 watts
RMS. It's an efficient speaker with outstanding fidelity or l s re"u
lar price of $69.95 each. To match these speakers we have -elected
the popular Pioneer SX440 AM/FM stereo receiver. With a clean 40
watts and all of its professional controls, such as direct tape moni
toring, contour boost, main and remote speaker switching, etc., plus

$247

complete

Delta College will also show the foreign film "Shadows of
Forgotten Ancestors" at 8pm in building Z12, room B. Admission is
f f*00
UOP- Anderson Y Films presents "Duet for Cannibals in the
Anderson Lecture Hall, 6:30 and 9pm. Free to ASUOP card holders,
50 cents to others.
.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia will perform a Recital tonight at 8.15 m the
Conservatory. No cost for admission.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
UOP- ASUOP presents "Cannonball" Adderly Quintet in c°nc®'"t
the Conservatory at 8:00pm. All tickets are free and are available at
ASUOP office. Reservations can be obtained by ca!llingM66
.,
Composer's Club will host a program on the topic of Unconv
Uses of Conventional Instruments
Composer s Club will host a program on the topic ot
"Unconvential Uses of Convential Instruments' 'at the Conserv®£ry.
8- 15pm Free. Also,' those interested in joining the Composer s Club
should contact Mr. Beckler through the Conservatoryoffice
Anderson Y Films presents Duet for Cannibals at
Anderson Lecture Hall, 6:30 and 9.00pm.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH
Area- Singer/song-writer Melanie will appear in concert one
night only at the Berkely Community Theatre, Allston Way and Grove
Street at 8:00pm. Admission is $3.00, $4.00. and $5.00.
UOP- Conservatory of Music Resident Artist Series will present
Charles Schilling, professor of Music, performing on the organ.
Concert will begin at 8:15 in the Conservatory.
Anderson Y F,lms presems "Grapes ol Wrath" In the Anderson
Lecture Hall at 6:30 and 9:00pm.
R„v

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH
1^ ""J
Stocton: The Stockton Chamber Choral and 0rche^a
"An Evening of Fine Music" tonight at 8pm in the Delta College
Alinsky a, the
RaT„trS™wSwN—•

in, he Anderson Ucture

Hall at 6:30 and 9:00pm. 50 cents.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH
UOP- Anderson Y Films will show "The Triumph of the Will in the
Anderson Lecture Hall at 6:30 and 9:00pm. 50 cents for admission.

ji""

an extremely sensitive FM tuner section - this is the best receiver
on the market for $169.95. To play your records, the Garrard 4U
automatic changer can't be beat to go along with this systenv It
features a low-mass tone arm. and will stack up to 8 records. The
Garrard comes complete with base, and a very^ good magnetie car
tridge. The Garrard changer package retails for $74.95. All o
ponents come in factory-sealed cartons. Connecting cables and
speaker wire included. We even pay all shipping costs to California.
Oregon, and Washington. Slight charge for shipping to other states^
We're offering this complete system for well over h off its regu
price of $415.80. With the import tax about to go mto effect, a
limited quantities, this has to be the deal to jump on. Send $247.
plus tax. or a 25% deposit and we'll send it C.O.D^for tlie bala
.
We must have the street address for shipping. Certified ch
please. 3-10 days for delivery. You'll dig it for sure.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 19TH
Rav Area- Buddy Miles. J. Geils Band, and Commander Cody and His

=se"d£.r,

I, 50 and $3.50. Show times are at 7:30
KnowsStockton: Stockton Civic Theatre presents The Me NotodKm

-rm^TdSSor^^^"-nrand »,r
adU

San Joaquin Delta College s International FUm Festival will

Show "Black Orpheus" in ft*^formed

in the
iinp. "Mirarlp Citv a musical lantasy, win ue
Conservatory at 8:Mpm. Free to ASUOP. $1.50 tor the eommnmty
and $1.00 for other students

Anderson Y Films presents
Lecture Hall at 6:30 and 9.00pm.

You re Lying

Anderson

I
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Pacific Crushes
Hawaii 40-17
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S c h e duI•
Friday, November 12
Water Polo: UOP vs. Stanfordin
Palo Alto at 3 pm

by Dan Kaufman
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game where they could put it all
together in one big show, with a
scoring offense and a stubborn
defense. In last Saturday s night
game that's exactly what the
Tigers did, as the Rainbows' pot
of gold was carried away by
Pacific, 40-17.
The first time Pacific had the
ball they traveled 49 yards in 13
plays to put the first score on the
board. Craig Vittitoe carried for
18 yards during the drive and
collected the final yard to score
the first 6 points. The extra point
was missed; Pacific led 6-0.
Opening the second quarter
Pacific wasted no time in
capitalizing on a Rainbow
mistake. A poor punt, 5 offensive
plays, and a personal foul against
Hawaii, resulted in another Tiger
touchdown.
Carlos
Brown's
attempted pass to Tom Hall for a
two point conversion failed,
making Pacific's lead 12-0 at the
close of the first half.
Moments before the first half
ended the Tiger's defense put on
a goal line stance to prevent
Hawaii from scoring from 3
yards out. From this point on, the
momentum was Pacific's and

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
AS
TAUGHT
BY

MAHAItlSHI MAHESH YOGI

STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY

THURS NOV18 4pm-211 Art
8pm-212
Transcendental meditation develops
the capacity to enjoy more in life. By
directly contacting an inner
reservoir of energy and creative
intelligence, the mind naturally
expands to its full potential. At the
same time, profound rest is gained
and thereby eliminates unwanted
stress and strain. Anyone can learn
this simple and scientific method that

BROKEN ARROW

7ifeaten*t Stone
9183 COPPEROPOIIS ROAD
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95205
Telephone 463-7183

2 1/2 miles east of Hwy 99 on Main St.

Sale on fringed
leather goods

lost it, scoring 28 more
points in the second half.
Following Hawaii's field
goal conversion, for 3 points,
Pacific took the kickoff and
marched 66 yards in 11 plays to
tack on 7 more points. The
scoring play was a completed
pass from Brown to Ken
Marshall for 18 yards and the
touchdown. At the end of the third
quarter the scoreboard read
Pacific 19-Hawaii 3.
In the fourth quarter the
fireworks began as Pacific
scored 21 points to Hawaii's 14
points. The Tiger's touchdowns
were scored as follows: Mitchell
Ture ran from 1 yard out to score
first, and Casey Griffin went
around left end on a sweep for 15
yards and the second touchdown
of the quarter. The third
touchdown came from True on a
9 yard run.
Hawaii's attempted come
back in the fourth quarter ended
as time ran out with the final
score reading Pacific 40-Hawaii
17The Tiger's ran Hawaii into
the ground as True totaled 105
yards with Vittitoe, having his
best game of the season,
collecting 96 yards. Carlos
Brown contributed
with 7
completions for 15 attempts
gaining 99 yards in the air.
This Saturday Pacific takes
on the Broncos of Western
Michigan. The last time Pacific
played the Broncos was in 1969
when the Tigers defeated the
Broncos 21-0. This Saturday will
be the second meeting with
Western Michigan in Pacific's
history.

Saturday, November 13

they never

Soccer: UOP vs. St. Mary's in
Stockton at 11 am
Cross
Country:
PCAA
Championships in San Diego at 12
noon
Wednesday, November 17
Soccer: UOP vs. Hayward State
in Stockton at 3 pm
Friday and Saturday, November
19-20
Water Polo: PCAA Champion
ships in Santa Barbara all day.
Closely pursued by Hawaii, Tom Hau, a junior from Santa Rosa,
races down the field to help UOP trample Hawaii, 40-17.

Upset Victory in
Intramural League

An upset victory was Other scores:
registered last week when Phi
Delta Chi beat the previously B Division 1
Phi Kappa Tau 21, Grace
undefeated Aardvarks 6-2. The
Aardvarks could only manage a Covell 20
Phi Delta Chi 21, Raymond 19
safety against the Phi Delta Chi
Mitchell
True,
junior
Southwest 7, McConchie 0
team. Scoring the deciding
running back from Bakersfield,
touchdown was Doyle Barnes on (forfeit)
has been named PCAA offensive
a pass from Tony Valtierra.
player of the week. He gained 105.
Steve Peterson intercepted two B Division 2
yards in 19 carries against
Grace
Covell
passes to stunt Aardvark drives.
Ritter 7,
Hawaii last Saturday.
In other A League action, 0 (forfeit)
In that game, True played
Delta Upsilon continued on their
SAE 19, HEP 13
despite
a broken bone in his foot,
0
Callison 7, Pershing
winning streak, trouncing SAE
a bruised hand, and a bruised
(forfeit)
41-0.
collar bone. True is 20 years old.
AKL 7, Grace Covell
In powderpuff, the playoffs
stands 5' 10" and weighs 196 lbs
were postponed until this week. 0 (forfeit)
•I
5
•Attention: to all students who are| Blind Faith played Grace Covell
II
I
•signed into P.E. activity classes| in a make-up game and beat
|for Fall 1971
Covell 12-9. This
If
you
completed
and®
I
In powderpuff, the playoffs I
•satisfied the proficiency for your'
SKIS: must set' immediately. Sohletj
•activity class in the first few( were postponed until this week. IFor Sale: 1964 IMPALA, 327 V8, 4"spyder" metallics (RSL). Nordicaj
iweeks of the semester but have| Blind Faith beat Grace Covell 12- • Season Factory Air Cond., Automatic
Boots and Poles. Willsell all for $75orj
Power Steering,
•not attended the class for thel 9 in a make-up game. This • Transmission,
best offer. Contact Tom 478-5509. |
•remainder of the time, you® victory gave Blind Faith !Power Brakes very clean - $700.462Should drop it by November 23. _ undisputed first place in Division (6449,
For Sale: Used artist smocks.j
Failure to do so will result inj_ B and ,qualified them for the • Typing: Fast, Accurate, Terry
B
various colors, styles and sizes.I
• Flaherty, Manchester House, Apt. 18,
|a WF grade.
• playoffs.
Priced to sell fast. 948-2322 after 6pnU
• 478-42,
JTHE COMMUNITY: Relations WANTED: Business major
•Council needs people to work. A someone interestedin making mone> j
(program and schedule is now being by bookkeeping and general work
at
(worked on. If you would like to work Sophomore or junior apply only. |
|in the community on a voluntary Pacifican, 464-8742, or leave messageI
•basis, or help coordinte, contact Tom for John Mondloch.
•Montgomery or Tony Vaughn
WANTED: Responsible babysit^1"
fchrou^the^SUOP^
for occasional weekends-Saturda!
1
• TYPING: Dissertations, theses, mornings to Sunday evenings. Ca
|term papers, etc; call Genevieve 466-1496 or 463-6683. Kathv
|Macias at 478-0354 between 6pm and WANTED: Ads for this section rail!
t- J
110pm.
464-8742 or leave one at the Pacific0
Office c/o John Mondloch.

UNCLASSIFIED ADS

1

One test drive will tell you
more about these revolutionary cars
than we can.

For Sale: 70 watt Realistic Amplifier, For Sale: '69 TR6, excellcn'l
| perfect condition, $50.00. Call 478- condition, $2200. Phone evenings4®|
I 3934.
2338, John Gunther.

Jackets
Moccasins
Vests

I
I

Th« Audi 100LS

We carry a large selection
of boots, belts and pants.

filllll.

I
I

R

The Porsche 911

The Porsche 914

AL SCHROPP PORSCHE I AUDI

I
I

907 NORTH EL DORADO
STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA 95202
PHONE: (209) 948-5190

'

!•

MINIMUM
3 LINES 1 DAY

1 DAY

2 DAYS

3 DAYS

1
4 DAYS j

3 LINES
4 LINES
5 LINES
6 LINES

.50
.75
1.00
1.25

1.00
1.50
2.00
2.56

1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

....
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Pacific Soccer Explodes
in Historic Defeat.. 4-3
The University of California
at Berkely was dealt a stunning
setback by a 4-3 score last
Saturday at Memorial Stadium.
Pacific ended a 3 year losing
streak against UC Berkeley in
what turned out to be the most
exciting game of the season, thus
far.
Uop forward Juan Luna,
scored the first Pacific goal
within the first few minutes of
play. Luna's goal caught the UC
Berkeley defense unprepared.
Seven minutes later, UC
Berkeley matched Pacific's goal
with one of their own, leaving the
score at the end of the first
quarter, 1-1.
UC Berkeley scored again in
the second quarter. Things were
beginning to look doubtful for
UOP, but the Pacific offense
began pushing back the UCB
defense. As a result, Mike
Costello scored an impressive 25
yard shot, tieing the score at 2-2
as the first half came to an end.
Opening the second half UC
Berkeley scored their third goal,
making the score 3-2. The UOP

BiisebaH

| Slope Dope

offense rallied together to tie the
score at 3-3. Leslie McRostie and
Carlos
Mazal
attempted
individual shots at the goal, but
due to the congestion in front of
the goal only Juan Luna's shot
scored.
In the fourth quarter, both
teams played well although no
one was able to score. It is
interesting to note that both UOP
and UCB exchanged goals in the
first three quarters of play. At
the end of four quarters the score
was tied at 3-3. In the first
overtime period no goals were
scored. It wasn't until the final
minute of the second overtime
that UOP scored the winning
goal. Gustavo Wilson receiving a
pass from Leslie McRostie
drilled the ball past the UC
Berkeley goalie. The final score
at the end of two overtime
periods was Pacific 4, UC
Berkeley 3.
Roberto Ishihara turned in
an outstanding performance
both offensively and defensively.
Gustavo Wilson displayed the
great All-American staus of last

Runners Relax
by Larry Lapkin

Last week, in preparation for
the November 13 PCAA League
Meet in San Diego, the UOP
Cross Country Team cut back on
their work-outs. The harriers,
who up to this point have been
running almost 100 miles a week,
have modified their work-out
schedule to running decreased
distances with increased speed.
This
change
has
been
incorporated so that the team
can catch up on rest. In
comparison to their previous
work-outs,
the
thin-clads
probably ran 50 miles last week,
at most.
Five runners will be flying to
San Diego for this, the team's
most important match of the
year. They include Mathyas
Michael, John Caldwell, Les
Anderson, Kirk Manness, and
Alan Gogni.
The scoring fortius meet will
work two ways: Either top teams
or top competitors are able to go
to the US Track and Field
getting key base hits. The Federations
Regionals
in
Merchants jumped into a quick Fresno,
November
20.
lead by scoring 4 runs in the first Therefore, it is imperative that
inning. They added 2 more runs the team vvorks together in this
in the fourth inning to total 6 runs meet if they all plan on making
in the game.
the Regionals.
The Tigers were shut out, but
had a few bright performances. the
next
three
batters
One was by Dave Abdalla, a consecutively, without yielding a
freshman catcher who will add
run.
power to Pacific's lineup, who
In the second Pacific was
went 2 for 3 collecting a single
trailing the Merchants 2-0 going
and a triple. In the sixth inning into the seventh inning. With one
the Merchants loaded the bases out, Bill Ringer, Pacific's first
with no outs and Ron Jones was baseman, hit a triple to left
asked to come in and pitch the center. Ringer's triple was
Tigers out of a jam. He retired followed by Scott Boras' double

Tigers Tied in
Winter League
by Dan Kaufman
Every Sunday
Pacific's
baseball team plays in a Winter
League which consists of six
teams. Each Sunday the Tigers
play a doubleheader trying to get
the feeling of winning in their
blood for next spring.
The Tigers, who are
sponsored by AG Spanos, went
into the game tied for first place
with a 3-1 record. The Merchants,
the opposing team last Sunday,
was tied with the Tigers, with the
same exact record, 3-1.
In the first game the Tigers
played poorly: unable to score by

Main St. Bicycle Supply

to right. The ball got by the right
fielder and the Tigers scored two
runs to tie the score. At the end of
the regular seven innings the
score was tied 2-2 and the game
went into extra innings.
Bill Keim, the starting
pitcher, remained in the game
for 8 innings, to strike out 6, give
up 6 hits, and render 2 runs.
A fine relief job, for 2 innings,
by Bruce D'Ambra kept the score
even as the game was postponed
on account of darkness.

Schwinn Built Bicycles
Sales-Parts-Repairs
free parking in rear

guaranteed bike repairing
at reasonable prices

also Gitane

739 E. Main
ph. 462-0707

open &-5:30

village sports

by Larry Lapkin

After visiting the Lake Tahoe Region last weekend, I would say
year.
Leslie
McRostie
that
ski season is not too long away. There are white spots here and
contributed accurate passes and
there, but one or two more major storms are needed before any ski
determined play.
Last Wednesday the soccer areas can officially open. Squaw Valley and Mt. Ros> did open
team dropped a 1-0 decision to UC November 7th last year, but that was an extremely earl/ winter.
Despite the lack of white stuff, I attempted to do sonu kiing last
Davis at Davis. The next game
will be played at the Memorial Saturday on what patches of snow I could find. The snow was located
Stadium against St. Marys at directly off Highway 89, on a road to Silver Peak, about one mile from
Squaw Valley. I was successful in finding a stretch about 25 feet long
11am tommorow.
and 8 feet wide, on which skiing was "possible." However, by the time
I had the momentum to execute a turn, I ran out of snow.
Nevertheless, it was a lot of fun.

§
Nites 5

{Quaint ard Charming

Short Swings
The US Ski Team, which leaves for Europe in about 3 weeks "is
better prepared than ever before," according to women's coach Hank
Tauber. They're mentally ready, confident, and anxious to get on the
snow." Top-rated Americans, according to a poll of the press and
racers conducted by "Ski Racing", are Tyler Palmer and Eric
Poulsen, both top finishers last year.
On the Air
KUOP will be giving ski reports consisting of snow, road, and
weather conditions starting November 11. The reports will also
consist of live interviews with authorities on the spot at local ski
areas, and will specifically hi-light what is happening in that area.
The report will be given twice daily on both Thursdays and Fridays at
1:30 and 4:54 pm.

Girl's Swim Place Second
Against Stanford and Cal
Last weekend, the UOP breaststroke. Sheila Mennis,
women's swim team placed Willa Rickett, and Janet Story
second while facing Stanford, UC also showed great improvement
Berkeley, and San Francisco in their respective strokes. In the
backstroke division, Amy
State in Palo Alto.
proved
stiff
The Indians were able to take Bakewell
first place honors as they edged competition as did Nancy Corr in
out Pacific by a small margin. the freestyle.
Miss
Meyer
is
very
Miss Meyer stated she felt all the
girls gave excellent perfor optimistic about the next two
mances in their events. She is swim meets. She feels that Santa
looking forward to meeting the Clara will be an interesting meet
University of Santa Clara next because both teams are equal in
week at Santa Clara and UC talent. UOP is fortunate to hold
Berkely the following week here its last swim meet against
in Stockton. This will be the Berkely here at Pacific. The
Tigers' only home meet when Tigers have already defeated
California this year and will be
they face the California Bears.
Standouts for Pacific last ready to meet them again with
weekend were made by Jodie hopes that the student body will
Cornwell in the butterfly and come out and watch.
freestyle and Ann Rogers in the

THE

Specialists in:
SKIING
TENNIS
BACK PACKING
WATER SPORTS

Stockton
Phone 478-3550

299 Lincoln Center 478-5615

5

THE BINDING AND
|
[BOOT-FOAMING SPECIALISTS!

Silver

RENTALS LOW RATES
inniNK
MECHARICAL
uSu«« CALCULATORS
MACHINLO

((io Down Pacific lo Lincoln Shopping Cenu-r
We're across from The Big Slide.)

Bear Valley &

6239 Pacific Avenue

ELECTRONIC

^•SenJoapii
"5 JnsjjjaciiiMs

Basin.

Win A^»r
™ SrllxM

STUDENT
typewriters

S MONTHS SIS
ELECTRIC P0RTMIES
S 10.00 M0NTHLT
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HERMES
TYFEWRITERS
ASOINC MACHINES
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Water Men Meet Stanford
Championships Coming

Review of Titus

year
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only his well-controlled voiceFaculty baritone, Dickson and a remarkable range of facial
Titus, delivered another of those expressions- to communicate the
superb recitals we have come to
subtlest of nuances.
expect of him last Tuesday night
in the Conservatory auditorium.
The opening group of Italian
Keeping bodily gestures to a
lyrics is a case in point. From
minimum (as befits a concert
Beethoven's somber "In Questa
situation), Titus showed himself
Tomba Oscura" to the torrent ol
master of a wide range ol
words in Schubert's "II Traditor
emotion and musical style, using
Deluso", each song received the
unique approach it demanded.
One of the most memorable
points of the evening came with
Ned Rorem's "War Scense,
settings
of Walt Whitman's
Last weekend the Cal-Nevpoetry.
It
was
a relief to find that
Ha district of Circle K conducted
its annual Fall Training the composer has finally left
Conference at Santa Maria. The behind that French influence
purpose of the conference is to which made much of his earlier
provide a chance for the music trite and superficial. The
work
is intensely
members of Circle Kto meet new present
members and exchange ideas dramatic, and manages to
with
members
of
other convey every bit of horror
campuses. As it turned out, the contained in the Whitman texts.
weekend ended up as a debate as The moving performance of this
to whether women should be fiendishly difficult work owed
admitted to
membership in much to the efforts of
accompanist Joan Coulter as
Circle K.
r
At the University ol the well as those of Titus. Brought in
Pacific, Circle K is involving at the eleventh hour Mrs. Coulter
itself in ecology programs and had but one week to prepare this
community
involvement concert, and did a remarkable
activities. The meetings are job throughout the evening.
every Thursday night at 7:00 PM
Her playing was no more
in Wendell Phillips Center, room
123. Anyone interested in joining effective than in conjuring up the
delicate textures of the following
is invited to attend.

by Sally VanDyke

Circle K
Hassles

Baritone Dickson Titus.

"Histories Naturelles" of Ravel.
All of Titus' showmanship was
called upon in presenting this set
of animal sketches, only his
sophisticated delivery saved the
piece from being excessively
"cute".
A group of effective
Catalonian Folk Somgs by NinCulmell rounded out the evening.
Mr. Titus must be
congratulated not only for his
performances, but also for his
well-balanced
choice
of
repertory.

(ALSO
P I Z Z A )
OPEN 11:30 AM

• 21 KINDS OF PIZZA *BEER
• CRISP TOSSED GREEN SALADS
OLD TIME MOVIES NOON & NITE
TRY CHICK & CHIPS! Marinated^utl
chicken and spicy fried potatoes
r>mii s *.
y

TRY BUNCH-OF-LUNCH!®Pizza,
spicy chicken & salad. All you can eat for 1 • OO

K

SOOTS

PIZZA PARLOR k

ye PU B II C house

1000 W. Robinhood Dr.
Phone 478-3121
(Stockton)
LIVE BANJO-PIANO |
[ »« h

T
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Have you ever been to a
Bassoon Concert? You might try
it. There will be one on November
30, at 8:15 pm in the
Conservatory Auditorium.
This will be a good bassoon
concert, as bassoon concerts go.
It is another in the "Resident
Artist Series."
On the bassoon will be
Donald Da Grade. He will be
backed up superbly with the
following assistants: Charles
Schilling, piano; Warren von
Bronkhorst, violin, Ira Lehn,
cello;
William
Dominik,
clarinet; and Davd Goedecke,
trumpet.
Da Grade came to UOP as an
assistant professor instructing
woodwinds in 1970. He has a BS,
Master of Music, and Doctor of
Music. He attended Brigham
Young University and Indiana
University.
With Donald DaGrade on the
bassoon and these faculty allstars, this is an event that

.

Biiiiih...••ik

The Tiger waterpolo team
will be playing one of the top
teams in the country as they face
Stanford University next week.
Stanford is third in the
United States right now and in
good contention for the NCAA
title. They are fortunate to have
the top poloist in the nation on
their team. Rick Massimino,
5'10", 220 pound Junior at
Stanford, played on the winning
> USA Pan American team in Call,
Colomiba this summer.
The Tigers played UC
Berkeley last week and were
defeated 20-16. Coach Rose was
pleased to see that Pacific was
able to score against Cal and
have h strong showing with one of
the nation's top teams.
Mike Brousard played well
as he scored five goals and Steve
Shaw did the same while scoring
Other
outstanding
six.
performances were made by
Rick Ingram, who came in
during the third quarter and did
an excellent job on passing. Dan
Hearn did well and scored an
important goal.
UOP also met with De Anza
College last week in Cupertino.
The Tigers were defeated 14-4
and Mike Brousard and Steve
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shouldn't be passed up. The
program will begin at 8:15 and is
absolutely free, so if you've
never experienced a "bassoon
concert", try this one.
The Associated Students of
UOP will present the musical
fantasy, "Miracle City" on
November
19
on
the
Conservatory stage. Curtain
time is8 pm and admission is free
to UOP students if they pick up a
card at the ASUOP offices.

CHICAGO
JEFF BECK

AAIRA€-fcE

(DOOO0

2 3 6 3 Pacific Ave

Open All Week Nites 'HI 9_

V

DAISIES DO TELL
... your exquisite taste
in diamonds. Like na
ture's flowers, shapes
and quality will vary
from stone to stone.
Your professional jew
eler is the man best
able to explain these
subtle nuances to you.
Our membership in
the American Gem So
ciety is your assurance
of such dependable
help. Stop in soon to
select your own pre
cious treasure to bloom
brilliantly forever.

BORELLI JEWELERS
on the MIRACLE MILE

SONY

466-4388

Corner of Castle

GEM SOCIETY

OPEN
THUftS.
•TIL f

SONY

^ ??P; i ^ r

MEMBER AMERICAN

TAPE RECORDERS
TAPE DECKS. TAPE, ACCESSORIES

6130 PACIFIC AVE. 477-0082

Shaw combined again to score
the four goals. The score was 4-3
at the half, but Pacific lost
composure and fell behind
during the last half.
Although the Tigers lost
these two games, they are
looking forward to the PCAA
Championships
in
Santa
Barbara, November 19-20. Coach
Rose states that their league
standing will depend on how they
do in this tournament and
whatever happens until then is
just a build-up. Rose also said
that the Tigers will have a fair
chance to play in the NCAA's, but
to do so they will have to defeat
Santa Barbara and Long Beach
in the PCAA Championships.
Also next week, along with
meeting Stanford Friday at 3 pm,
they will play College of Sequoia
at 3 pm on Thursday. Both games
will be held at Stagg High pool.

2051 Pacific Ave.
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Drama Slates Satiric Musical
"The opposite of left is right;
the opposite of right is wrong; so,
anyone that's left is wrong!" is
part of the mind boggling lyrics
of "Miracle City", the musical
fantasy to be presented on
November 19th at 8 pm.
A week from Friday the
Conservatory stage will be
transformed into Miracle City
with the help of the miracle

MONTCLAIR
LIQUOR
OPEN 'TILL 2:00 Friday
and Saturday Nite
Oakridg® C®nt®r
7555 Pacific Av®nu®

trr-m*
Sunday Ttiru Tkurtday
9:00 A.M. • 12:10 A.M.
Fiiday and Saturday
t oe A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

by Doug Haverty
players under the direction of
Joseph Lillis.
This
is
an
ASUOP
presentation and is free to UOP
students. Tickets can be picked
up at the ASUOP office next to
the End Zone.
The major miracle roles are
played by: Eileen Hall, a UOP
junior
from Sacramento;
Douglas Haverty, a UOP
sophomore from Fresno; Meg
Glasscock, a UOP senior from
Sacramento;
Debbie Van
Dewar, a Delta freshman; Kim
Bell, a Lincoln High senior; and
Stanzi
Uherek,
a
UOP
sophomore.
Others in the cast are: Mary
Serventi, Lynn Klievis, Eric
Engdahl, Richard Eccles, Don
Belt, Jim Gardner.

Buying Trends Surveyed

This show was entirely
conceived by Joe Lillis. It was
entirely produced by Joe Lillis.
And it was entirely directed by
Joe Lillis. Costumes were
designed by Barbara Johnson.
The setting was designed and
constructed by Ed Co wen. The 10
piece orchestra will be conducted
by Randy Bare.
If you find yourself in need of
an escape next Friday night at 8
pm, and you don't have any
money, you might go over to the
Conservatory and see this simple
musical fantasy these people
have gone to the trouble to
present for you.

A survey to determine
student buying patterns has been
announced by ASUOP finance
director Carter Brown, to be
taken the week beginning
November 14 th.
Designed to document trends
in where and what students buy,
the survey questionaire will be
circulated to all students in the
university dining halls. The
results of the survey will be used
to try and convince local
merchants to offer discounts to
UOP students, based on an
increased probability of stu
dents patronizing their stores.
The
Student-Merchant
Discount Program, still in the

exploratory stage, will be
oriented largely on the results of
the survey. Thus, says Carter
Brown,' 'the program can only be
effective if we receive the
cooperation of the students in
completing and returning the
questionaires.
With
this
information, he went on to say,
"we think that we will be
able to offer substantial
discounts to ASUOP card
holders, operating through the
local stores."
The survey will also be used
by the Student Services branch of
ASUOP when an attempt is made
this spring to open student-run
retail and rental stores on the
UOP campus.

Production began with an
idea and some songs. A script
was written between the songs.
Orchestrations were done by
Sheila Morris and Vicki Miles.
The cast of fifteen sings and
dances twelve musical fantasy
numbers.

WANTED
1,000 Young Women

To Receive
8 Free Pairs
of Earrings
per person
Absolutely no Obligation
Present this Ad at:

WIMKSTOWN MALI—STOCKTON
4*50 PACIFIC AVI.

Oonis Shaa, 254Lincoln C®nt®r, Stockton
Emt® Rood Mon't Clothiors, 2105 Pacific
Ava, Stockton

AEB
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iRepeal Abortion Laws?

by Kapatid James Villadores

i read where they called us
the silent minority
by Felicita Young
There is much current
first 24 weeks of pregnancy) the the quiet assimilating filipinos
unassuming
and
so
controversy on the subject of
death rates from legal abortions
agreeable
abortion legalization, but few
are 8 per 100,000 as opposed to the
people seem to be well-informed
23 per 100,000 mortality rate for never really pro
never really protesting
as to the facts which support
women who carry pregnancy to
i
read
where they restricted
abortion law-repeal campaigns.
term.
the quota for orientals
In fact, many people seem to
Even New York's seemingly
believe that under present
adequate abortion law is and how the statue of liberty
covered her eyes
California law, abortions are
restrictive and in need of closer
in shame
safely and easily obtainable.
scrutiny. New York abortions
This is not quite the case. A
are expensive (averaging about and our parents came
woman may obtain a legal
$800) and, of course, they are to share the Amerikan dream
abortion in California only 'if
obtainable only in New York. So, yes they make good workers
there is substantial risk that
what happens to women who
diminuitive tontos to help
continuance of the pregnancy can't afford to travel to New
set tables
would gravely impair the
York, or while New York
wash dishes
physical or mental health of the
residents, can't afford the
pick produce
mother or
the pregnancy
prohibitive costs? The law
and clean up after
resulted from rape or incest.'
discriminates against the poor.
the waste makers
Under current law, the term
And what about non-white and our parents stayed
'mental health' is defined as women? How do abortion laws
to share the Amerikan
'mental illness to the extent that affect them? In the United States dream
the woman is dangerous to today, nearly 75 percent of we have grown up
herself, or the property of others deaths traceable to abortion are
silently
or is need of supervision or among non-white women. The
unobtrusive and patient
restraint.' Of the women you
mortality rate for non-white we have been educated
know who have had abortions, women who have undergone
by shitwashed schools
how many would fit that unsafe abortions is 3 - 4 times
and embittered by
description? Certainly you know higher that that of white women.
the concrete streets
a woman who has had, or will
To people who suggest that taught how the pilgrims
have an abortion. One out every abortion is murder, I say look at
civilized the indians
four women in the United States
the statistics. Abortion doesn't and how the cavalry
has an abortion, most of them
murder women, the law murders
brought justice to the west
illegal.
women. And it's a woman's right and we accepted it as the truth
Though it is difficult to obtain to choose when and if she will
until we awoke
reliable statistics on abortion, have a child. Women must have
and realized that the dream
the various sources seem to the right to determine what use
was their dream
agree on the following estimates: will be made of their own bodies.
and not ours
Approximately 1.2 million
In testimony before the
A number of our Filipino
abortions
are
performed Judiciary Committee of the brothers and sisters militantly
annually in the United States. Of
California State Assembly, Joan
joined ranks with the Asian
the women obtaining illegal Lamb Ullyot, M.D., stated
Contingent in the recent April 24
abortions, between 25 - 50 per "...enforced
preganacy, anti-imperialist "Peace Rally"
100,000 will die due to unsanitary resulting from legal restrictions held in San Francisco in which
conditions or complications. on birth control, sterilization, close to a quarter of a million
However, in countries where and abortion, is an immoral and
people
participated.
On
abortion is legal, the death rate is unjust invasion on human rights.
November 6, 1971, we again
about 3 per 100,000. In New York
These include the right of a
joined ranks with the Third
state, which has the most liberal
woman to decide when and
World Contingent at the Peace
abortion law, (legal for any whether she will bear a child, and
reason when performed by a equally importantly, the right of
licensed physician within the
see page 3

opmion

Greeks Provide
Pilanthropic Services
Kappa Alpha Theta, President
Helen Izuta:
"We support our national
philanthropy which has been
standard for many years. We
contribute a sum yearly to the
Institute
of
Logopedics
sponsored by Kappa Alpha
Theta.
The
Institute
of
Logopedics
is in Wichita,
Kansas, and it is one of the
world's
largest
residential
speech and hearing centers. It is
situated on 40 acres, containing
special classrooms and clinic
facilities. Also we have a
Christmas party annually for the
kids in Stockton."
Phi Delta Chi, President Bob
Supernaw:
"We have a mixture of social
and professional philanthropies.
The goal of our fraternity is to try
to upgrade the professional
standards of our pharmacy
profession in providing a better
health care system to the
general public. We participate in
the Rabies Clinic, V.D. Clinic and
we sponsor the School of

Pharmacy Open House each
year. We put out the Physicians
Registry every year and we print
the drug interaction material
which we distribute to all the
local pharmacies. Also we
donate money to Care."
Phi Kappa Tau, President Jack
Held:
"Last year we gave time and
money to the Care program and
now we are waiting to be
contacted again by them. In the
past we have also had recreation
days for the South Stockton
children. We do not have a
national philanthropy. Each of
our chapters decides to make
their own goals."
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, President
Mike Gombos:
"We are new and our
organization is just starting. We
are in the mist of picking some
foster children's program to fund
and some foreign child to fund.
For Halloween we are having a
party and barbecue for 54
students from the Head Start
Group."

Rally in San Francisco to express
our whole-hearted solidarity
with the people of the world in
denouncing the Amerikan war of
aggression in Indochina.
The active involvement of
our Filipino kapatids in the Third
World movement reveals a rising
consciousness among young
Filipinos of their identity as
Asians and of the necessity to
unshackle themselves off the
'Coconut' mentality or 'little
brown brother' identity that they
have been typecast for years.
For those of you who were
not present at the November 3,
SMC student strike anti-war
rally held at UOP, I would like to
turn you on to the manifesto that I
read to the people. The manifesto
reads in part:
The Filipino people would
like to express its whole-hearted
solidarity with the people of the
United States in resolutely
exposing and opposing the
vicious crimes against humanity
perpetrated
by
the
Nixon
imperialist clique and to
resolutely
demand
the
immediate withdrawal of all US
troops out of Southeast Asia. This
inspiring
demonstration
of
revolutionary fervor by the
American people truly shows
that they are a force greater than
US imperialism.
The people of the Philippines
have more than enough reasons
to put forward such demands.
First, there are 23 US military
bases in the Philippines with a
total military force of 35,000
American troops empowered by
a US-imposed treaty to intervene
directly in the country's
governmental affairs whenever
and wherever its billion-dollar
monopoly-capitalist control of
the nation's strategic industries

warrant such direct action,
the present time, the Philippj
reactionary armed forces, unc
the control and supervision oft
Joint US Military Group and t
fascist puppet Ferdinand Marc
is presently engaged in
unabashed fascist military n
over
the
people
but
increasingly meeting with t
revolutionary resistance of t
broad masses of the Fiiipj
people in their just struggle f
national liberation and nation
democracy.
Secondly, the Filipino peop
have the unfortunate distinctii
of being the first victims of (
Imperialism in Asia. In 1898, ju
as the Filipino revolutiona;
forces had succeeded
overthrowing centuries
Spanish colonialism and h;
established the first independe
republic in the whole of Asia, I
imperialism
merciless!
invaded the Philippines wii
120,000 troops and in the san
vicious My Lai fashion, present!
employed in Vietnam, proceede
to 'waste' 600,000 Filipino mei
women and children. It was onl
after a whole generation (
Filipino Cao Kys and Van Thieu
were trained in the politics i
puppetry that the US willing]
granted nominal independenc
to the Philippines.
As such, the Filipino peopl
share a deep historical bond wit
the people of Vietnam and all th
oppressed peoples of the world i
looking forward to the inevitabl
victory of the heroic Indo
Chinese people and with it th
world
collapse
of
U!
imperialism.
Makibaka! ...the watehwori
of our movement...Struggle!
MAKIBAKA! Power to the
People!

Do What the Birdies Do
by Pullman Porter

OH WELL, another week
wasted department!
Going to the South-West
Council Meeting on Monday
night and discovering that the
motion to pass out free condoms
has been defeated. (It would
have made the dorm into a
condominium)
Watching
a
turbulant Council pass a piece of
landmark legislation:
a
resolution requesting the maids
not to scrub the Grafitti off the
bathroom walls.
Eating breakfast on the
terrace at Anderson and fighting
a losing battle with the flies.
It is the middle of Novemberwhy
in blazes aren't they hibernating
or flying South or whatever it is
that flies do in winter?
Sitting in the lobby Tuesday
night"Hey, where's the Stockton
Record?" "Who wants it?" "I

do." "What are you, some kind of
masochist?"
Finally discovering a letter
in your mail box, they probably
had to brush out the cobwebs
before they could put the letter
in. Discovering that the
aforesaid letter has 3 cents
postage due.
Going down to the TV room
Wednesday night to watch

"Night Gallery" along with
everyone else in the dorm.
Whoever gets the pop-corn
concession for the TV room is
going to make his fortune.
Washing your car spic-andspan on Thursday. Discovering
Friday that every bird within a
fifty mile radius has used it for
target practice. (I thought birds
were supposed to leave during
winter, too.)
Buying a Slinky for 88 cents
and then trying to find
a stairway on campus thin
enough so the Slinky can slink
down it in the slinky way that
they're supposed to, and
discovering that there isn't even
one. Finding out that because of
that 88 cent purchase you are
poverty-stricken for the rest of
the semester.
Wandering down the bright
plastic halls of Gracie on
Saturday
night and being
reminded of the corridors in
ocean liners. (Will all visitors
please disembark at this time...)
Bon Voyage.
Walking
down
more
hallways and listening to the
different strains of
music
emanating from the roomseverything from Santana to

Gilbert and Sullivan to Classical
Beach Boys to you name it.
Peering
in
the
open
doorways
of
rooms and
wondering why your room never
looks as good as that.
Opening the bathroom door
and discovering that you are face
to face with a basketball player's
navel.
Seeing the "Pacifican's'
masthead tacked on to the wall
and changed to "Pathetican
Aw come on boys, it's not that
bad!
Wandering into the People s
Bookstore in Anderson Y and
finding a wonderful old book ol
your youth on sale for 25 cents
do you have any Winnie the
Pooh...?")
Walking down still another
hall-way and being brained fr0"1
the back by a demented Frisbee^
from the front by a football, and
being gored in the side by a gu>
practicing his fencing.
Panicking Sunday night a'
11:45 because you have three
papers due tomorrow and hs
just been so busy this weekend
you haven't had a chance to d»
them yet...

